We develop our core product Cadenza with enthusiasm and creativity, including a variety of individual Cadenza-based solutions with which we conquer
the market. Our heart beats for data with a spatial dimension. Here we are breaking new ground by combining methods from the GIS and BI world. And
we want more. We are looking for the right people who want to be successful together with us. We’ve got a lot planned, so take a close look because
there’s a lot going on.

We’re looking for you!
Java Developer
What inspires you? You love technical challenges and enjoy working with modern, pioneering
technologies in an exciting environment. You develop and maintain high-quality software in well-organised,
collegial project teams and take responsibility for your results.

What do we want from you? You have at least 3 years of professional experience in software
development using Java and other JVM languages. You have acquired a solid knowledge of XML and SQL.
And you are familiar with unit and integration testing. You see them as a factor supporting software
development and you use them actively. You are creative and motivated to work in a team and to make,
communicate and implement software design decisions.

What can you expect from us? We develop tools that our customers can use to extract the best possible information from their data. This in turn means
better, longer-lasting decisions. Do you want to help with this? We offer you
• Software architecture in exciting “green” topic areas
with social relevance
• Great design freedom for innovation in the development of
outstanding IT solutions

• A lot of flexibility in how you work to allow for an optimal work/life balance
• And one of the most beautiful workplaces in Karlsruhe and the surrounding
region, with outstanding public transport connections and secure bicycle parking

Would you like to join us? A good decision! Quickly send your application to karriere@disy.net. Tell us something about yourself, your professional desires and future ideas, and your motivation for applying to us in a short letter. We also need your CV with all relevant stations of your training and your
previous professional life with the appropriate certificates.

You can learn what happens next here:

Disy Informationssysteme GmbH - Ludwig-Erhard-Allee 6 - 76131 Karlsruhe - 0049 721 16006-000 - karriere@disy.net - www.disy.net

